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 number 20131220 microsoft office 2010 serial number 2084660309 A: Well, firstly, you're loading a bit wrong (in a sense that
you're basically loading the same file two times, as you seem to do with this part: importing with xlsx At least, the first time).
You should probably be doing something like: import pandas as pd path = '...' df = pd.read_excel(path, 'Sheet1') From what I
can see, the error you got happens because the sheet is in row 1 (just as you have named it), when you're trying to read it as a
CSV file (and you really don't need to do that). Regarding the error on openpyxl: openpyxl is a bit older, you should be using

openpyxl2 to be compatible with recent releases of pandas and with your_file (also, openpyxl is not Python3, so if you're using
Python3 then that is your problem, not mine). Lastly, you can put both of the two packages, pandas and openpyxl, in the

packages of your project, for example: import pandas import openpyxl By the way, keep in mind that Pandas has different
implementations for Python 2 and Python 3: Pandas supports Python 2 and 3 and uses a mixture of C-based extensions (NumPy

arrays, structured/unstructured data, plotting, and information about columns and rows) and pure Python and: Python 3.3+:
Pandas is built exclusively on C-based libraries and pure Python methods So, if you're working with Python3 then you should

probably use pandas3, not pandas Q: Get Null Value after using select box I have two select boxes First : (parent) choose parent
$val[name]"; 82157476af
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